KARUL - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Refugees and Repatriation discussed the refu- gee problems with a number of citizens of the European countries who Afghan refugees are read- ing. In the meeting with ambassadors of Germany, Italy, Britain, Canada, Sweden, Denmark, and Norway Foreign Minister Salahuddin Rab- bani called the problem of Afghan refugees, a bilateral and a Triangular problem and em- phasized the commitment of the Afghan Government for talks with these countries in order to find a bilateral and comprehensive solu- tion to this problem. “We expect European Countries to deal with Afghan asylum seekers accord- ing to the situation in Afghanistan and the international conventions frame work and the memoranda of understanding that some of European countries have signed with Afghanistan” Mr. Salahuddin Rab- bani said.

Secretary Hassan Ali Alikhi Min- isiter of Refugees and Repatriation said “Afgan refugees are repeating negotiations on MCAs that was signed in the previous years with some of European countries and wants to start nego- tiations…(More on P4),

 Skyrim Launches Campaign in Kabul to Deter Refugees
 KABUL - Germany launched is campaign in Afghanistan on Sunday to deter refugees by paying criminals to or- ganize the long and often deadly journey they would have to take to start a new life in Europe.

A couple of posters appeared in the capital Kabul with the words “Exile is not a life, Germany”, the most recent post on the official Twitter page of the German Ministry of Interior.

“The United States and al- liance will make efforts to find a…(More on P5),”

Academic Qualifications:
- Master’s in Agricultural Development, Agromony, Agricultural Economics or Economic Development or closely related field with 6 years of relevant experience and / or a Bachelor’s experience in the same field with 8 years of relevant experience.
- Practical knowledge of rural development issues and social-economic life in rural areas.
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I. General Introduction:
The Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRDD) was established to develop and implement programs promoting responsible social and economic growth in rural areas, primarily in the non-farm sector. It has employees in all 34 Provinces of Afghanistan, and delivers a wide range of programs funded both by the Ministry itself and the International Commu- nity.

II. Specific Roles/ Responsibilities Expected of the Consultant Position:

1. Contribute to the operationalization of MRDD’s mandate in terms of its contribution to agricultural development that will support the agricultural transformation agenda of the GoA.
2. Liaise, build productive relationships, and collaborate with other relevant line ministries, particularly the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, and Livestock (MAIL), in terms of planning and strategy to improve rural and complementary approaches to accelerate agricultural development.
3. Complete Task is available in ACRAB and NSP websites.

Irak Dismisses ‘Selective’ Fight Against Terrorism

Iraq, Lebanon or in Per- sian Gulf islands. They are vio- lating innocent human.”

HELIK. US President Barack Obama vowed on Sunday to step up efforts to eliminate Islamic State in Syria and Syrian government are taking actions to put Islamic State out of business.

Speaking at a G20 leaders summit in Turkey, Obama described the killings in Paris by Islamic State as an attack on the civilized world and said the United States would work with France to hunt down those responsible. The two-day summit brings leaders of Islamic States into Syria, where a 4:1/2-year conflict has transformed Islamic State into a global security threat and sparked Europe’s largest migration flows since World War Two.

Obama Vows Effort to Eliminate IS as G20 Seeks
Common Syria Strategy

“Traditionally the G20 has been a forum primarily to dis- cuss economic issues like the glo- bal economy, but the sky has been the limit on paper,” said a senior diplomat at the two-day summit that ended with a declaration on the threat of Islamic State and attacks that took place in Paris last Thursday and a “nail-biting”.

President Obama said in a statement af- ter meeting Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan.

“This is the United States and Af- gin Islamic Republic of Afghanistan Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRDD) National Solidarity Program (NSP) Consultant Program Advisor for Agricultural Development to the H.E. Minister

NIHIT Report:

The government of Afghanistan has definitely played a role in the various countries that were signed in the previous years.

President Es’haq Jahangiri said some countries should be confronted. “They are victimizing innocent humans.”

Pakistan President has definitely played a role in the countries that were signed in the previous years.

President Obama will still have to fight for the G-20 agreement on 27 November, 2015.
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Obama vowed on Sunday to step up efforts to eliminate Islamic State in Syria and put Islamic State out of business. Afghanistan "Pro-